
ASUS ROG Strix G15 G513IE-HN002T(G513IE-HN002T)
ASUS ROG Strix G15 G513IE-HN002T - Ryzen 7 4800H / 2.9 GHz - Windows 10 Home - GF RTX
3050 Ti- 16 GB RAM - 1 TB SSD NVMe - 15.6"1920 x 1080 (Full HD) @ 144 Hz - Wi-Fi 6 - original
black

Focused firepower streamlines and elevates gaming experience in the ROG Strix G15. Go
full-throttle on esports speed with a competition-grade display up to 300Hz/3ms,or immerse in rich
detail on a WQHD 165Hz/3ms panel. Adaptive-Sync makes gameplay ultrasmooth,while advanced
thermal upgrades help you stay cool under pressure. No matter what your game is,you can achieve
your perfect play.

Key Selling Points

Light 'em up
Sporting good looks
Smaller size
Bigger touchpad
Precision speed
Cutting-edge cooling boosts performance
Immerse in crystal clear sound
Live longer
Strike with precision
Reliable Wi-Fi 6 networking
Armoury Crate

Product Features

Light 'em up
Illuminate your life in RGB. A redesigned light bar increases the density of LEDs to create a more refined underglow beneath the
chassis. Personalize your Aura Sync settings to set the ideal gaming mood across an entire ecosystem of compatible devices.
Sporting good looks
From its aluminum-capped lid to its textured base,this laptop blends everyday durability with athletic style. The metal top resists knocks
and bumps while also enabling slimmer bezels. The plastic palm rest stays cooler to the touch for more comfortable marathon gaming
sessions. And the crosshatched grip along the bottom stays planted while playing and makes the chassis easier to grab on the go.
Smaller size
The new Strix series packs serious gaming power into a more portable chassis. For 15"models,the footprint is 7% smaller than the
previous generation,while 17"versions are 5% smaller. The trim and streamlined chassis makes it easier than ever to jump in-game
anywhere. It also enables an 85% screen-to-body ratio with superslim bezels that make gameplay more immersive.
Bigger touchpad
Improve everyday comfort and usability with an active touchpad area that's 85% larger than previous generations. More space means
greater precision along with more comfortable hand movements and gestures while you're navigating. The glass pad is coated in a
matte finish that adds strength with a silky smooth feel.
Precision speed
Choose between high-refresh displays to customize your gaming experience. Go for esports excellence with up to a 300Hz/3ms gaming
panel that offers tournament-level speed. Marvel at detail-rich visuals with a 165Hz WQHD display that deftly balances refresh rate and
resolution. Both panels deepen immersion with Adaptive-Sync technology that eliminates screen tearing and minimizes stuttering.
Super-narrow bezels frame your view,minimizing distractions to keep you locked in the scene.
Cutting-edge cooling boosts performance
Keep a low profile with quieter,more effective cooling. Liquid metal thermal compound pulls more heat away from the CPU. Arc Flow fans
spin 84 blades each with a new design that pushes more air with less turbulence. Air flows through up to 4 heatsinks and fan outlets to
rapidly expel heat. These and other improvements allow ROG Boost to overclock the GPU in Turbo mode,and they open up extra thermal
headroom to pursue even higher GPU clocks and also overclock the CPU.
Immerse in crystal clear sound
Twin Smart Amp speakers fire sound directly at you to maximize clarity. Put on headphones to experience virtual 5.1. 2-channel
surround sound powered by Dolby Atmos,and be at the center of the action. Two-Way AI Noise-Cancelation removes unwanted noise
from incoming and outgoing audio,making your team chat,streaming,and other communications crystal.
Live longer
Unplug and do more on the move with a high-capacity 90Wh battery. Extend your battery life away from wall sockets with Type-C
charging from compatible power packs. For everyday activities like web browsing and streaming video,you can work off a smaller USB-C
adapter up to 100W and travel even lighter with a single charger for your laptop and phone.



Strike with precision
Precision and instinct define the desktop-inspired keyboard. Five dedicated hotkeys put frequently used controls within reach,so you can
make quick adjustments while staying in the flow of the action. Bigger,isolated arrows,and well-spaced function keys let you navigate
more intuitively and accurately. Highlight crucial commands with per-key RGB lighting. Punch in your inputs worry-free with durable key
switches built to withstand over 20 million presses.
Reliable Wi-Fi 6 networking
Game at gigabit speeds where compatible connections are available with Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax). It boosts peak interface
bandwidth,increases efficiency and reliability on crowded networks,and offers lower latency for less lag in-game. ROG RangeBoost
enhances reception by evaluating the signal strength of four internal antennas and then picking the best pair to use for your
location,minimizing dead spots and increasing range by up to 30%.
Armoury Crate
ROG Armoury Crate unifies system and lighting controls to put essential settings at your fingertips in a single utility. You can easily
define and customize Scenario Profiles that automatically make adjustments when you launch your favorite titles.

Main Specification

Product Description ASUS ROG Strix G15 G513IE-HN002T - 15.6"- Ryzen 7 4800H - 16 GB RAM - 1 TB
SSD

Product Type Notebook

Operating System Windows 10 Home

Processor AMD Ryzen 7 4800H / 2.9 GHz (4.2 GHz) / 8 MB Cache

Memory 16 GB DDR4 (2 x 8 GB)

Storage 1 TB SSD - NVMe

Display 15.6"LED backlight 1920 x 1080 / Full HD @ 144 Hz

Graphics NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3050 Ti / AMD Radeon Graphics

Video Memory 4 GB GDDR6 SDRAM

Gaming Yes

Keyboard Backlight Yes (RGB)

Networking 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax,Bluetooth 5.1,Gigabit Ethernet

Battery 4-cell

Colour Original black

Dimensions (WxDxH) 35.4 cm x 25.9 cm x 2.59 cm

Weight 2.1 kg

Extended Specification

General

Product Type Notebook

Operating System Windows 10 Home

Processor / Chipset

CPU AMD Ryzen 7 4800H / 2.9 GHz

Max Turbo Speed 4.2 GHz

Number of Cores 8-core

Cache L3 - 8 MB

Memory

RAM 16 GB (2 x 8 GB)

Max RAM Supported 32 GB

Technology DDR4 SDRAM



Speed 3200 MHz

Form Factor SO-DIMM 260-pin

Slots Qty 2

Empty Slots 0

Storage

Main Storage 1 TB SSD M.2 PCIe 3.0 - NVM Express (NVMe)

Display

Type 15.6"

LCD Backlight Technology LED backlight

Resolution 1920 x 1080 (Full HD)

V-Sync Rate at Max Res. 144 Hz

Widescreen Yes

Image Aspect Ratio 16:9

Image Brightness 250 cd/m²

Colour Gamut 45% NTSC,62.5% sRGB

Features Anti-glare,Adaptive-Sync technology,170° viewing angle,IPS-level

Audio &Video

Multi-GPU Configuration 1 single GPU card / integrated GPU

Graphics Processor NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3050 Ti / AMD Radeon Graphics

Video Memory 4 GB GDDR6 SDRAM

Video System Features NVIDIA Optimus,ROG Boost,Dynamic Boost

Gaming Yes

Sound Stereo speakers,array microphone

Compliant Standards Dolby Atmos

Audio Features Noise-cancellation technology

Input

Type Keyboard,touchpad

Keyboard Backlight Yes (RGB)

Features Chiclet keyboard,4 RGB zones

Communications

Wireless 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax,Bluetooth 5.1

Network Interface Gigabit Ethernet

Features Dual stream (2x2)

Battery

Technology 4-cell Lithium Ion

Capacity 56 Wh

AC Adapter

Input AC 100-240 V (50/60 Hz)

Output 200 Watt,20 V,10 A



Connections &Expansion

Slots 2 x M.2 (PCI Express / SATA) (1 free)

Interfaces

Headphone/microphone combo jack
HDMI
3 x USB 3.2 Gen 1
USB-C 3.2 Gen 2 (supports DisplayPort Alt Mode) (Power Delivery)
LAN

Miscellaneous

Colour Original black

Features System password,ASUS Aura Sync technology

Included Accessories Power adapter

Dimensions &Weight

Dimensions (WxDxH) 35.4 cm x 25.9 cm x 2.59 cm

Weight 2.1 kg

* Techdata is not reponsible for the errors in the documenation of products


